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ABSTRACT: This small research has adapted clearly to the system of identifying comprehensive training prerequisites for the dean of faculty. This small research was introduced to show the designed plan and activity of a program to generally consider the activity requirements for the dean of faculty of universities. Simi-structured interviews were used to investigate a dean of faculty in a public university in Afghanistan. Results from a couple of step plans uncovered those accounts and supporting, personnel matters, legitimate issues, and expert improvement of the dean of faculty and managers were positioned as the greatest significance preparing require. The benefits of these strategy techniques for impairing issues to execution, potential cut-off points, and ways for up-and-coming examination are meditative.
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INTRODUCTION

There are different clarifications of leadership as everywhere are leaders. All leaders have a select attractiveness and plan, impacted by character and the difficulties met in the lead character. Anyway styles of administration are unique, but here are capacities that every inordinate leadership shares. These comprise of Accountability, Awareness, Confidence, Decisiveness, Empathy, Focus, Honesty, Inspiration, and Optimism. M. L. (2018) said that a developing assortment of research recommends that leaders are vital to supporting inventiveness in light of the fact that by showing positive, strong administration practices, they urge devotees to take a stab at being increasingly innovative. The public requires rules and laws to deal with their exercises. As sociations of any size explanation of the characters of their leaders. A decent initiative advantage figure an inspirational mentality supports concordance and encourages incomparable profit. Leadership preparation is a program that must go to all associations and all directorial leaders. This connection was centered on the openness business, and the experimental proof is yet deficient (Chang and Teng, 2017). We subsequently propose and test the thought that when individuals can produce new, valuable thoughts, they accomplish better work execution, with the end goal that workers’ inventiveness should positively affect the work effect. Doing it precisely expects regard for the fundamental abilities that help leaders affect others. Later completing this structure, you'll have a release, research, and assets for the corporate learning and supper leader.

The term dean of faculty relates to chosen post holders who have the obligation for either an educational division. The Dean of faculty is chosen by the university chancellor and is responsible to the Pro-Vice Chancellor university. The absence of preparation and a corresponding deficiency of research on the best way to recognize and meet the preparation needs of people to fill these basic jobs are both significant concerns. The major title role of the dean of faculty is to deliver solid academic leadership. All dean of faculties is mandatory to exercise leadership, make a dream, and engage others to supply the concurred departmental arrangement and policy confidential to the personnel. Using leadership and management skills, the dean of faculty directs and encourages employees in a faculty. They might coordinate work activities and employ fresh staff, among other responsibilities Leadership is a term that has created dissimilar ideas for a considerable length of time, it depicts, ground-breaking commanders that have vanquished domains, CEOs who composed and coordinated corporate associations; government officials who formed the course of their countries, and strict people who affected their devotees, and activists who enlivened their extraordinary supporters D. A. (2017). It is perceived that the techniques, by which the dean of faculty completes their obligations and the degree of assignment, will rely upon such issues as the size and condition of the Departments and the individual methodology of the individual dean of faculty.

Afghanistan has 35 universities and 13 educational institutions. Afghanistan has hardly been able to develop master's programs due to countless wars. Under the National Higher Education Strategic Plan (NHEP), Afghanistan has scheduled to
establish a variety of master’s (MA) degree programs indoors for a few years. Master's degree programs presently are in teaching and engineering. The previous year few private universities also launched master's degree programs (M. 2009). For getting admission to higher education, students are compulsory to pass the Kankuor examination after having achieved the 12 Grade Certificate. If they pass the examination, students can get admission to a selected degree program, dependent on their marks and personal interests. The entry test is structured once a year. If students fail the examination, they are essential to sit for next year in examination.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Most of the literature describes the dean of faculty as mindful of employment, dean of faculty; susceptibility increasingly watchful and motivated to obtain modification on a current position. K.P. (2016) stated that the randomness of the professional doings needs 3 requirements be dominant cooperation for every degree of the faculty. Communicated that pioneers are the ones who quicken, move, and see their agents in order to finish effort and realize the best outcomes (Anderson. 2016). Leadership squeeze altered administration styles so as to inspire and invigorate representatives. The objective of this exploration is to examine how group execution is impacted by leadership styles in the open part, going up against the points of view of the leaders with the impression of their groups, R. S. G. E. (2017). Directing electrophysiological chronicles in the mix with coulometer conduct requires a strategy for keeping up the obsession with the dean of faculty and a good technique permitting ceaseless access to the cerebrum Everling, S. (2018). Yamazaki (2016) revealed that along these lines permitting the chance of consolidating hereditary and social neuroscience, approaches in primate animal groups. Arif (2016) considers the executives and gaps in the leadership in a college to comprehend its change and quality improvement. He utilizes a fundamental examination to propose the best hierarchical improvement for the college.

Arif (2016) distinguishes that most associations think administration improvement and Change Management are discrete. Truth be told, they are interrelated. For instance, social changes can't happen without powerful administration, and endeavors to change culture are the reason for authority. Galli et al. (2016) note there are approaches to address and forestall issues in organizations. Here and there, the most testing part is recognizing the issue(s). Goodwin (2016) examines the change in the management practice of First Manufacturing Cost Global (FMCG). He examines the distinctions found in execution, regardless of whether they face comparative leadership issues to different customers when actualizing showing devices, for example, Six Sigma, how their leadership course was organized, and the greatest obstacles when executing change administration. Studies demonstrate that 50-70% of all arranged change falls flat (Galli et al., 2016). Numerous associations win out in operational and auxiliary change, yet not in change relating to the individuals. The recommended approach to accomplish total change is through Change Leadership and Management. Leadership assumes a vital job in making an exciting climate and culture in an association (Alghazo and Al-Anazi, 2016). Dalluay and Jalagat (2016) directed research on the title Impacts of Leadership Style adequacy of Managers and dean of faculty to Employees' Job Satisfaction and Performance. V and Z. (2017). In view of the outcomes, the fair leadership style has a hugely positive effect on employee implementation. This demonstrates when the popularity-based median of faculty is applied, the show of representatives would increment. Laine, Korhonen, and Martinsuo (2016) included that the social procedure of sense-production happens at both administrative and group levels.

All in all, individual leadership styles, when embraced by leaders bring about various degrees of employment satisfaction (Yahya and Ebraham, 2016). For example, leaders’ help and acknowledgment bring a more elevated level of job satisfaction among workers. In spite of the fact that progress toward a comprehension of the key parts of the job of the dean of faculty is a decent beginning, an evaluation of the particular knowledge, skills, and abilities. KSAs might be more movable than tasks since they mirror the general knowledge, aptitudes, and capacities required to play out the activity. In this way, if all the activities are not proportional across dean of faculty employments.

METHODOLOGY

This qualitative study was conducted with semi-structured interviews with the dean of faculty in a public university in Afghanistan. It looks at how the dean of faculty perceives the role of the dean in the faculty. Throughout, the Afghan research into the role of these individuals acts as a standard to compare the situation in Afghan public universities. Of course, we have to take great care not to assume what is optimum for a university in Afghanistan. Nevertheless, there may still be lessons to be learned with
regard to maximizing the value of those individuals who act as middle-level leaders in such universities. The following question is asked by a dean of the faculty in a public university in Afghanistan.

a. Do they receive any preparation courses or programs before officially appointed as organisational/school leaders?

b. How they perceived the preparation program or courses that they were attended?

c. What are benefits that they obtained after completing the relevant preparation courses or programs that relevant to their roles as school/organisational leader?

d. What are others relevant preparation/continuation courses that insisted by organisational/school leaders that insisted to assist them to become effective school/organisational leaders?

In order to answer these questions data was obtained by using semi-structured interviews.

DATA COLLECTION

The interview was situated to work with the assessment objectives and investigation requests for this case study. The study questions were semi-structured interview questions to permit different solicitations to think up during the gathering methodology and extra considerations could be inspected. The use of the social event guide permitted more plan, which in like manner worked with the expert's undertaking of coordinating and isolating meeting information. The general air in all gatherings was astoundingly pleasing, with the interviewees giving complete idea around then. Despite the way that their capacity to focus, their social limits and their capacity for self-reflection contributed basically to the possibility of the get-togethers. Each interview composed required something like 45 minutes. A recorder contraption was utilized with consent from those met. A gathering was maintained with an examination of reports containing a talk and an open visit on subjects of pre and post-arranging of the senior individual from staff. The discussions were likewise recorded with endorsement from the senior individual from the labor force. Field notes with depictions, direct references, and bystander remarks were recorded not long after the observations (Merriam, 1998). Consequently, the specialist pulled around her diary and recorded her bits of knowledge at the earliest entryway after an insight.

Data Analysis

In this case study, the semi-structured interview and voice recorder are used, recorded from the dean of the faculty of a public university in Afghanistan. A figure was distributed off the members for respondent affirmation, the part actually looked at this overview. The study started directly after the gathering and continued all the while with data assortment. The subjects picked for our gatherings were reliant upon the interesting authority getting ready when extraordinary initiative preparation when delegating of the dignitary of personnel, by which the thoughts of occupation resources, work demands, and occupation correspondence were at first seen as essential points. Related watchwords for a resource could show good sentiments or enunciations, and related buzzwords for solicitations could exhibit pessimistic sentiments or verbalizations. We moreover made notes assuming such comments were made by one worker or on the other hand if these impacted various positions. One reference might hold diverse codes. During the interview, codes and results were discussed among various makers without fail to refine coding and contemplate rising subjects furthermore. We again studied our codes using work responsibility composing and decided to incorporate honing thoughts execution information and resources and solicitations on a singular level as a honing thought. Even more expressly, we associated with the design whether a resource or solicitation was attributable to the work or the part, using vague watchwords from already.

FINDINGS

Interviewers should build up a confident initially introduction. They ought to consistently show up before the expected time and survey the motivation, possessing permitted energy for potential travel delays and getting lost, instead of hazard showing up even one moment late.

A little advanced stereo recorder, if authorization is in all actuality, permits the questioner to be all the more effectively occupied with the discussion just as to consider the best next inquiry as opposed to focusing on recording answers. Be that as it may, if the points secured area at all delicate, respondents might be repressed by an account gadget, regardless of whether complete privacy whenever guaranteed and assent is given; a few people overlook the recorder is running, however, others remain watchful.
When taking notes, questioners ought to do as well as can be expected with their own shorthand frameworks. They should utilize quotes when composing verbatim expressions.

**Special program and trainings**

The data obtained from the respondent about providing special training for appointing a dean of faculty. It is indicated that:

“...There are no special programs and training to be held for the dean of faculty before or after pointing him/her that whenever an employee is designated in the relevant department of an organization, there are particular job requirements and specifications and he/she is selected through a voting system of relevant staff of the department.”

... (F. W. 1999) stated that the skills needed to be an effective dean of faculty differ greatly from those required to be a successful faculty member. To make the transition from professor to administrator and professor, the beginning dean of faculty must learn to master a complex array of new, unfamiliar tasks.

**Reflection of Program**

In every education directorate there is not any type of preparation course, workshop or seminar held by the dean of faculty. Almost in every educational organization has not had to get preparation course or workshops that attended before the appointing as dean of faculty:

“I did not receive any kind of preparation program when I was appointing as dean of faculty, So, this is what I said to the to, the very first thing I want to tell you that when I appointed, I did not know anything about dean of faculty and how to operate the department (April 1)”

So, it is cleared that the government has not any special program or training courses before the appointment but has workshops and seminars but after the appointing there are several short terms programs provided by related ministries.

**Leadership Quality**

The data gained from the respondent about relevant leadership courses and programs which you attended and how are you using as dean of faculty:

“There we do not have any criteria or special course as like in Malaysia or other countries held by the government and after passing the mention special course, someone will be able to work as a leader or in leadership authority. Unfortunate I do not attend any prepartion course in our country after appointing as a leader”

The special courses and trainings have a vital role in leadership and as a dean of faculty. If someone does not have experiences in relevant department so how they operate the system and lead the organization. Therefore, it is important that extra skills have to inspire the leadership of an organization.

**Suitable methodology**

For every organization, it is very important that If they hiring a person the organization must provide the workshops and trainings for the better job satisfaction. My respondent told me that:

“After appointment, there are many exceptions if sometime find a way to get special preparation courses in foreign countries which supports by foreign NGO’s. It is important that when we hire someone as a leader, he or she must have special skills, special leadership qualities before appointment”

Although, there are no special rules for hiring but the government taking a hiring test and after it depend on the related department that how can they providing trainings workshops and seminars.

**Information and abilities**

The collected data from respondent almost relevant skills, training and information provided by trainers for appoint a dean of faculty. He indicated that:

“Yet, it is also in poor condition and I hope it will be better in the future. Before appointment of leader we do not pay attention to the need of leadership skills and after If we have opportunity, we give them training which are
very important and important for an organizational leader. They provide us relevant and skillful information about leadership because without leadership skills, the mention department become as like roofless building.”

After appointment, the ministry of higher education has an act and after passing the special training course of three or six months, someone will be able to get a position in a leadership authority or as a leader.

Prospective Plan
The respondent told about the future plan about some training and skills which re not attend before or necessary that:
“ I have plan to get master degree in leadership for my position and the government has to plan for every leader that who do not have the special degree or course they must attend the leadership courses and master degree”
For working on the nature of the readiness courses, the senior member of personnel recommends that the administration should orchestrate courses of four months inside the nation or overseas. The service of higher education is expressed in the brilliant arrangement that each division will have extraordinary preparation, particularly for the people who never went to any sort of authority preparation.

Relevant offers
The interviewees mention that there are different types of programs that I attended and the skills I got from that as like:
“I attended lots of trainings and workshops which are related to my field of profession. I learn more from those talented lecturers and they provide practically training to us. I want and suggest to our ministry about such a kind of training and seminars for the dean of faculty”.
The ministry of higher education has to plan about all leaders which are working in the high position of the ministry to provide courses and special workshops within the country and abroad.

Beneficial Leadership
The facts found from the defendant about the leadership skills which he is operating in the department as:
“When I was appointed I do not have any information about the technics, rules, regulation, solving the problem, communications to others, arranging meetings, speech on stage etc. After I attended leadership course I will know about leadership skills, theories and did practically”.
For each pioneer, it is critical that he/she needs go to a unique course in administration and execute it in their specialization.

Become Effective leader
Higher Education Ministry of Afghanistan stated that the annual plan that they will provide courses and workshops for dean of faculty and for dean of faculty. The interviewees also mention that:
“I have to plan get master degree in leadership and after that PhD on same department, that will help in improve my leadership quality and to get promotion from dean of faculty to dean of faculty. It is more effective for me and all of dean of faculty of Afghanistan”.
The continuation of the above mention points will help leaders to feel more powerful, more informative; can get extra skills and the capability to solve the problems on the spot. The most important is, these types of leaders will arise and will shine the name of their organizations.

CONCLUSION
This little article introduced a complete procedure for leading a proper evaluation of training needs for dean of faculty and faculty members in higher education. Additionally, the subjective research examined right now concerns noted in past research with respect to the absence of accord in recognizing errands and duties of office seats over the college and the absence of inclusion of seats in formal administrative preparation (see Sharma, 1971). Focusing on the basic data, aptitudes, and limits seats use to accomplish unequivocal endeavors are perhaps dynamically generalizable across divisions in the school. The consolidation of the assessment gave various perspectives on preparing needs from material constituents while ensuring that tenants were successfully drawn in with the evaluation. Despite the way that the dean of faculty gave similar examinations of getting ready necessities on many events for specific things (for instance data on safeguarded development freedoms, ability
to propel the department or plan's image and reputation, and ability to ask representatives to present a recommendation for external arrangements and grants).

This article, examined of planning necessities for arranging needs for the faculty. It is our assumption that this examination will urge attempts to proactively address the compelled getting ready open doors that various dean of faculty and chiefs at present involvement with foundations in Afghanistan and around the world; tries should be made to replicate our techniques and results in arranged social orders all over the planet.

LIMITATION

No matter what the utility of this study way to deal with perceiving and getting ready prerequisites for the dean of faculty, it has limits. One potential impediment is that responses might have been subject to assurance inclination; in that solitary the dignitary of the workforce who felt they most required preparation answered. Provided that this is true, regardless, we would suggest that these are unequivocally individuals whose responses are for the most part huge, as individuals who decide not to respond considering the way that they are content with the standard may not give significant demonstrative information about the readiness needs of another senior member of personnel. Further, conceivable high scores on the senior member of personnel proficient improvement may in like manner reflect demand ascribes or potential response tendency. Through the methodology depicted at this moment, the school might possibly give a warning gathering the information and procedures expected to separate the arrangement needs of that universities dean of faculty. Finally, I thank an obscure commentator for raising that we denied one more key democratic public, the administrative staff, from our assessments. We solidly encourage future exploration to consider these huge individuals and their occupations and perspectives on the dean of faculty preparing.
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